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EDITORIAL

"The inception of The Pomelo was an outcome of a prolonged contemplation and a sincere yearning
for a meaningful pursuit. We had been brainstorming intermittently during the past year whenever
the three of us got the chance to congregate. We met in thunder, lightning and in rain. We met upon
the heath. What was in our cauldron, you ask? So many ideas. They were proposed and discarded
initially. We stirred it this way and that. There was no clear recipe. But we were united by a single
objective. We wanted to create an inclusive and versatile space wherein we could celebrate creative
expression and support a myriad of voices."
-Fatima Hamid

"To write and speak freely without inhibition and fear requires enormous courage and human
strength. As a small team, we are grateful to the writers and poets who entrusted us with their work,
for giving us a small piece of yourself to present and cherish. Like many firsts, this edition of the
magazine is very close to our hearts. We have spent hours reading your words and felt joy, sadness,
and hope. This issue is for all those who search for homes. It is an ode to those for whom home has
always been transient. In here we hope to be a brave-space, wherein you can write and speak
fearlessly against the societal standards and prejudgments."
-Nangsel S

"Holding the word [written or spoken] in high reverance and taking it as the only juncture in my ancestry
that has set free the curse of unlightenment. I am pleased to present the first issue of The Pomelo that
has writers from all walks of life pour their hearts and souls into. Thank you for your patience, support,
love and human connexion that makes the conception of this eMagazine meaningful in its own creation. "
- Driktso
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THE CONTIGUITY BETWEEN
HUMANS AND NATURE: A
PERSONAL NOTE
NIDHIRMA MOKTAN

Our existence as humans can be rooted within

Along with these developments came about the

the

and

establishment of a cultural system, always in a

contesting

creation,

theories

along

with

of

evolution

philosophical

flux even to this day. In this cultural system,

attributes. The scientific discourse can only do

numerous

language is an important strand as it founded

so much as to help us understand life but the

the

meaning of life can be deciphered only through

distinctly separated us from the other living

our beliefs and cultural system. The Earth is

creatures on this planet. With our emergence as

endowed with rich flora and fauna, and varied

indispensable species in this world, we have

ecosystems

the

reached a stage where the world is booming

kaleidoscopic range of landscapes which we

with our ingenious creations but is also ailing

refer to as nature on this planet. Since time

with an immense anthropogenic pressure.

which

contribute

to

basis

of

communication,

an

art

that

immemorial, we have been closely associated
with nature, our forefathers and foremothers

Presently, there is an unprecedented scale of

were

development which has unleashed upon us the

hunters

succeeded

and

in

gatherers

cultivating

domesticating

the

wild

but

wild

eventually
plants

animals.

But

and

reality of global warming. The sky rocketing

the

pollution rate, vanishing of forests, extinction

efficiency with which this was achieved varied

of

from people of one continent to the other. Also,

endangered categories, submergence of coastal

the

was

areas, mounds of plastic waste and break out of

resources

pandemics, have pushed us into the glaring

pace

mastered,
decided

at

which

and

the

the

pace

particular region.

this

achievement

availability
of

of

development

of

that

species,

other

species

falling

into

the

urgency of doing whatever we can to preserve
nature and restore the health of the planet.
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This

has

brought

about

the

cementing

of

These abandoned houses were covered with

conservation efforts throughout the world. But

creepers

there were some fractures that were detected

prominent structures I observed was the door

in

that still stood tall and erect amidst all the

this

paradigm

of

conservation.

As

most

and

grasses.

and

One

demolition

of

the

around.

most

conservation efforts established the dichotomy

greeneries

between nature and humans; nature [as the

particular instant, I couldn’t process much but

At

that

environment around us] and humans are thus

it was only later in retrospect when I met the

observed as seperate entities now.

displaced communities and read more about
them that I understood how the conservation

Fortress conservation is given emphasis albeit

efforts

the efforts in its implementation vary in what

dichotomy of nature and humans, and that the

we refer to as the Global north and the Global

action in conserving some pristine nature and

south. In India, a nation which falls under the

the Asiatic lion had come at a cost. It was the

category of a developing country, the scenario

local people, the Adivasi[s], whose future was

is

gambled in the larger interest of the ‘lion,

no

different.

An

immense

importance

is

given

conservation

of

wildlife

to

amount

the

wherein

of

fortress
the

had

been

entrenched

with

the

larger group of people and nature.

local

people are displaced as they are considered to
be the external appendage which can be done

After having basked in the richness of the Kuno

away

Wildlife

with.

It

was

during

my

postgraduate

Sanctuary

which

lies

in

a

drought

studies in the School of Human Ecology, and

prone region, we headed towards a resettled

during one of the field works as a part of the

village. Upon seeing us, a bunch of curious alien

rigorous system of field based learning, that I

looking faces, the children gathered around to

got an opportunity to visit the Kuno Wildlife

observe us. We interacted with the villagers

Sanctuary. This sanctuary has been assigned to

and quickly made some acquaintances. The huts

conserve the Asiatic Lion after the rigorous

in the village were aligned in rows and had

displacement of hundreds of Adivasi[s] residing

some hand pumps with no water. The villagers

within the sanctuary. When embarked upon our

narrated how they were robbed of their fertile

journey to the sanctuary in different vehicles

land and provided with rocky patches of field

that

which was uncultivable. The villagers lamented

we

were

allotted

to

travel

in,

the

landscape was surreal, it was for the first time

over

that I had seen the forests in a semi-arid

nevertheless

their

loss

region. The forest was lively with the rainfall

generosity. When it was time to return, along

that the region had received during monsoon at

with some of my friends I was given a handful of

that particular year and we also encountered

sesame, the only bit of crop that they had

bada talab, the seasonal lake, which came to

harvested a little, that season. In reminiscence,

life only if it received rain. We hiked in certain

I still feel the depth of pain and grief when I

patches of the sanctuary but the hot humid

remember

weather made it a difficult task to keep up with

remember the household which I had chosen to

the pace.

interact with, there were two women sitting in

they

those

of

livelihoods

exuded

only

and

homes,

warmth

interactions,

I

and

vividly

front of their hut, and one of them looked
After

having

completed

of

dazed and in pain. She had just delivered a

walking, we reached the dilapidated houses

malnourished baby and seemed to be in need of

which were once a part of the village occupied

some immediate medical assistance.

by the displaced villagers.

certain

miles
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The glaring absence of access to some basic

Cutting off the autochthones from the land that

needs like water and medicine is a reality that

they

some still experience and live with.

endangering any other species.

In

this

tantamount

to

We surely cannot have a world without life, but
since life itself has so many forms, I believe we

reached the highest pinnacle of civilization. But

have to actively make endeavours to preserve

we have also decimated the homes of many

and conserve its every strand. The strands that

living creatures and removed them from their

I am referring to is not just the wildlife, the

existence.

the

pristine nature but also the cultural, social and

resources are finite in our world and the only

political systems, keeping in mind that every

way

landscape has its own unique features and its

survival

having
is

we

is

have

Despite

epoch,

with

transformed the face of the earth and have

of

anthropogenic

associate

realized

through

that

sustainable

development and mutual co-existence with all

own

the species and the natural environment. We

cannot have a blanket measure of conservation.

still do not take the process of preserving

Each of these strands make up the rich tapestry

nature and the wild species seriously. We ought

which has lost its luster and value, all we can

to remember that we cannot move ahead by

do is contribute in some form or the other to

drawing a distinct dichotomy between nature

restore and conserve nature with all its life

and humans, for our existence is rooted in

forms and the intangible attributes which give

nature. While occupying spaces from where we

meaning to these forms. Also keeping in mind

have access to rich resources and means of

how vulnerable we truly are, with the onslaught

living, we shouldn’t be blind to the needs and

of

the presence of

coronavirus, nature can work in its own way

Adivasi[s].

The

indigenous people like the
indigenous

people

hold

clustered

the

current

local

communities.

pandemic

due

to

That

the

we

novel

the

and exterminate us all. Then what would the

traditional ecological knowledge which can only

world be without us, the most enigmatic life

empower our strive to achieve the goals of

form on this earth!

conservation.

About the author: Nidhirma Moktan strongly believes in the power of writing and considers it as an art that
she discovered in herself during her post-graduation learning. For her, writing is a therapy that anyone can
practise. Reading is another avenue she loves and in which she finds solace. She is in a constant strive towards
discovering joys in small and varied activities like trekking, gardening, pot making, embroidery, cooking and
interacting with people. Professionally, she is a junior research fellow at a global non-profit organisation which
ardently focuses on interdisciplinary knowledge generation and sustainability. Her research interest lies in
social, and political ecology.

THE SQUARE OF SYSTEMIC
OPPRESSIONS:
EXPERIENCES OF A DALIT
QUEER MAN.
ANONYMOUS

Discrimination and oppression can take many

I was fortunate enough to be born and brought

forms with the multitude of layers one posits.

up in a house built up of bricks, it was only

The

gradually that colony developed with more such

tools

of

intersectionality

enable

us

to

understand the nuances in a manner wherein a

migrants mostly with Dalit families.

person’s social and economic identity is added
up to create these layers. My identity as a Dalit

My siblings and I are the first members to get a

queer

proper

individual

oppression,

doubles

which

is

the

systems

located

at

of
the

intersections of caste and sexuality.

from

grandparents

after

migrating

education

typical

in

our

Hindi-medium

generation,
government

school. It was the time when parents in our area
used

My

formal
a

from

to

stimulated

send
by

their
the

children

“Mid-day

to

meal

school,
scheme”.

Rajasthan in search of employment, sustained

During my school time, almost 65-70% of the

themselves by living in a slum in Delhi. Later,

students belonged to Scheduled Castes, hence I

they were provided with land to build their own

did not feel much different socially but it was

permanent house by the government as those

during that time when I was struggling with my

slums were being replaced for the Delhi Metro

own sexuality. My preferences were not the

project.

same as my classmates and talking about these,
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would only invite judgments and sometimes

and further keep reiterating narratives like

bullying.

“We have a Dalit friend who is rich, reservation
should

I decided to divert my mind from all of these
and

invested

all

my

attention

towards

be

based

on

economic

position”,

or

“SCs/STs are eating out our seats, they are not

my

deserving or meritorious”. This clearly shows

studies as I was told that it was the only means

their social conditioning and upbringing where

that can get us out of our situation, at that

they have hardly been exposed to caste reality

time. The inflection point in my life came when

or have been inculcated from childhood per se

I made my way to University of Delhi. People

that

were no longer from the same socio-economic

scavenger, their maid are filthy and unhygienic.

people

who

clean

their

sewer,

manual

background, they had different values, caste,
ethnicity, gender identity and so on, then was

I would like to enlighten my dear, upper-caste

the time when my identity of being a Dalit and

fellows that according to a national sample

queer aligned with my social understanding. It

survey, only 10% of Dalits are in the “rich

was the time when I got acquainted with the

category” and the rest are still the victims of

term “queer” and chose to shatter the box that I

this systemic oppression.

was expected to be in. It was there when I was

mark only 2% Dalit presence in India and still,

able

Savarna individuals, remark that we are taking

to

witness

homophobia

at

the

subtle

different

casteism

spaces.

It

and

was

a

Government sectors

away their jobs and that so many seats in

baggage to represent yourself in a certain way

educational

to hang out with “upper-caste hetero folx” just

SC/STs.

institutions

are

left

vacant

for

to experience the so-called “coolness”.
After

having

completed

certain

miles

of

Caste,

as

well

as

casteism,

are

pervasive

walking, we reached the dilapidated houses

irrespective of whether people believe it or

which were once a part of the village occupied

not. Caste is not just an issue that should be

by the displaced villagers.

concerned with Dalits or Adivasis, rather a
systematic social structure inclusive of all the

Having

observed

the

values,

lifestyle,

and

Savarnas, it is Dalits and Adivasis who are

culture of upper-caste students, I arrived at

oppressed.

several

–

talk, the kind of clothes I wear, the kind of

middle/upper-class people need to acknowledge

people who prefer to talk to me and befriend

the existence of caste rather than disregarding

me. My other identity as a queer adds up to this

it.

operation

They

conclusions.

often

reservation,

Firstly,

tend

rural

to

upper-caste

Caste is manifested in the way I

reduce

issues,

it

and

to

the

historical

concept. “Casteism does not exist anymore”

wherein

I

am

asked

by

several

individuals to not be effeminate, or not to be
“like a girl”.

invalidates our struggle, the Dalits, and the
cost that we had to bear, to be able to access

This intersection of caste and sexuality of mine

the same institution that you are in. Having

is inseparable, the fact is, both my caste and

different social-economic positions invalidates

sexuality are two aspects of the same coin. I

the entire anti-caste movement that has been

will neither be fully accepted in the anti-caste

going on for decades. I have often come across

movement nor in queer movement. The entire

this statement by upper caste people who utter

queer movement is represented by upper-caste

“I

are

upper-middle-class queers, Dalit queers are in

already carrying the caste privilege just don’t

fact not given a platform to talk about their

want to acknowledge

struggles within pride or any such gathering.

don’t

believe

in

caste”-

people

who

THE SQUARE OF SYSTEMIC OPPRESSIONS:
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The moment we come forward and try to have a

Do

question

your

caste

privilege

dialogue around caste and wherein the upper-

acceptance

of

only

class will have to listen to us, we then become a

orientation

or

gender

threat for them.

platform for creating a dialogue around caste

heteronormative
identity.

Give

with
sexual
us

a

and see what are the ways in which you can
The Brahmanical patriarchy can be seen as a

make a more inclusive safe space for all the

source

spurious

marginalized identities. Lastly, don’t undermine

narratives emerge. In this patriarchal society, I

the concept of intersectionality. This is just

am not supposed to be feminine as there are

one

some

combinations

from

where

standards

transcending
shaming

as

set

them
society

all

for

of

these

men

triggers
is

more

and

women,

criticism
concerned

and
in

narrative,

there

are

rendered

due

many
to

more

numerous

intersectionalities, like that of a disabled queer
woman,

a

tribal

woman

from

the

northeast

dictating what you should be and who you

states, a Dalit transwoman, a Muslim lesbian

should be with. It’s time for the upper-caste

and so on. The more you seek their narratives,

and

the more you will get to hear and the more you

upper-middle-class,

insensitive

towards

who

alternate

are

extremely

sexualities

to

will learn about different forms of oppression.

retrospect, reflect and question their caste
privilege and be responsible for damage that is
caused due to their insensitivity.

About the author: The author is an intersectional queer feminist studying at Delhi University. A peer educator
specialized in facilitating workshops on gender and sexuality, consent, pleasure, and sexual reproductive
health and rights. He deems himself an Ambedkar fellow, vocalizing the voice of marginalized sections, an avid
dancer and writer sometimes.

HOLDING UP THE MIRROR:
THE PANDEMIC AND THE
FALLACY OF MODERN
GOVERNING SYSTEMS
MEHNAZ NOOR

On March 11th, the World Health Organization
(WHO)

identified

COVID-

19

as

a

global

as one of the effective tools to completely
enforce the lockdown. While it proved to be an

pandemic and alarmed individual nations to

effective

take necessary measures to combat it.

Foucault’s analysis of power in Discipline and

originated

China,

Having

surveillance wherein an individual becomes a
mere object of information rather than be seen

in

as a subject of communication, reveals how

Its
had

stringent
already

very

pandemic,

and managed to effectively deal with the virus
that

this

the

Punish, where he discusses the role played by

country.

was

combat

country that, imposed an immediate lockdown

surveillance

it

to

same

the

in

tool

method
been

of

fully

functional, especially to control and suppress

surveillance

contributes

to

the

proper

disciplining of the people.

voices of dissent, could be used to its own
advantage in keeping a check on people. Using

In

smartphone apps to track down the spread of

introduces order by instilling in peoples’ minds

the virus in countries such as China and India,

the consciousness of being continually under

facial

recognition

systems

in

Russia,

elaboration,

the

method

of

surveillance

police

watch. This induces within people, the desired

robots on the streets in Tunisia, and wristbands

effect of creating subjugated beings and is the

in South Korea, while drones launched over

way in which modern societies work. In The

affected areas in India, technology emerged

History of Sexuality Foucault discusses about
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biopower/the power over an individual’s life

Snowden

asserts

and collective bodies to produce docile subjects

resulting

from

in

among

often leads to scapegoating and mass hysteria

individuals. Giorgio Agamben, in early February

leaving a considerable impact at their wake,

alerted the world to this biopolitics in the time

huge enough to bring about historical change

of

and

the

name

of

COVID

enhancing

that

would

mortality

do

the

work

of

that

highly

development.
in

fears

anxieties

transmissible

Snowden’s

the

and

interview

conducted

eliminate any form of deviancy. Although he is

wherein he states that the main role of an

seen to make problematic remarks with regards

epidemic/pandemic is to “hold up a mirror to

to the severity of the disease, his outlook – as

society in the periods of crisis to showcase the

he condemns the method adopted by most of

vulnerabilities”

further

the government to combat the disease- cannot

inherent

of

be negated. For biopolitics in the name of

imperialist

“national health security” could become the

Snowden’s structural revelation that is well-

new normal and just refuse to go away, creating

grounded

an effect of degenerative human relationships

that in the predominance of a crisis when a

in our globalised world and giving us a new

country/region is going through mass hysteria,

oppressive reality.

political

are

pandemic

illuminated

lured

the

capitalist/neo-

systems.

socio-political

leaders

this

major

governing
in

of

was

disciplining the state’s subjects and thereby

flaw

midst

diseases

Moreover,

realities

to

play

reveals

on

the

rhetoric of nationalism (as seen post 9/11),
Millions of people lost their jobs crossing the

racism, and anti-religious sentiments to create

2008

was

the sense of pure community, a binary of us vs

caste,

them that would relegate all of the evil to them

global

accelerated

inflation

by

mark,

parameters

of

which
class,

colour, gender and degree of development.

In

and thereby increase the vote banks to sustain

underdeveloped and developing countries of

the incumbent governance for longer. This had

the Global South, the socio-economic minorities

already begun in the U.S where Trump, in many

who mostly earned their income on a daily basis

of his press conferences during COVID called it

not only lost their source of livelihood but also

the ‘Chinese virus’, and cases of racism were

died of hunger. The lockdown imposed in India

immediately reported across the country. While

on

in

March

25th

within

four

hours

caused

India

where

the

extremist

right-wing

immediate unemployment of the marginalized

government was already playing on the rhetoric

community- many of whom had temporary jobs

of ethnic nationalism,

and no job security, at different levels. For

religious minority,

instance, the migrant crisis, that still awaits

inherently evil foreigners, as if condemning

acknowledgement

main

them as just foreigners wasn’t enough. They

one

were made solely responsible for the diseases’

community from a lower class, even though

widespread, especially with their reference to

within that there were various intersections of

the members of Tablighi Jamaat who met as a

caste/ class/religion/gender that affected them

group

separately based on their social identity.

nationwide lockdown.

judiciary,

was

by

largely

the

country’s

homogenised

as

prior

to

Muslims, who are the

began to be assumed as

the

announcement

of

the

Frank Snowden in the 2018 book Epidemics and
Society: From the Black Death to the Present

With the world being led by such populist

discusses the mass hysteria in the aftermath of

leaders, who are always seen to play the blame

epidemics such as SARS and Ebola.In this book,

game and enhance it via the vehicle of social
media,it’s cruel capitalist agendas remain
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invisible to the public eye. Not because it is

accelerated poverty and unemployment, they

hidden but because it has been overshadowed

also

by their enormous mass appeal. Such capitalist

behind nature’s exploitation. This is harming us

agendas

of

in an irreversible way, for even though the

inequality, by which it privileges the higher

future will bring forth a time that will be

class/caste/race/gender.

difficult for all of us in terms of unemployment

further

catalyze

the

distortions

Moreover

its

become

exploitation of nature based on the colonial

and

premise

impacts

of

situating

man

at

the

top

over

our

central

socio-political
of

destructive

disasters,

neo-imperialist

the

forces

negative

capitalism,

which

everything else- also has its own hierarchy

would become more aggressive at the aftermath

wherein the white man is placed above the

of the pandemic, on climate, is more dangerous

person of colour, while the person of colour is

and requires more attention, according to Noam

in turn always a man who is placed above

Chomsky in his interview with Varsity. The

women-

nature’s

effect of such governing systems will always

exploitation, has pushed the entire world into a

benefit the rich upper-class/caste people and

crisis of an unprecedented level.

further

and

thereby

justifying

marginalize

the

socio-economic

minority that is spread across people belonging
As the hope of a humanitarian world slowly

to

disappears,

gender

the

re-emergence

of

this

same

a

certain

race

(eg:

African-Americans),

(women/trans/queer),

caste

given the way Islamophobia has become a global

to compensate for the losses incurred during

concern now). In the midst of this, the need for

the

and

a better world characterized by inclusivity in

developing countries have leaders who, despite

diversity and environment-friendly commerce

their enormous public appeal, seem indifferent

appears as a farfetched dream that is slowly

to public health and the deteriorating socio-

waning

economic conditions. As they are constantly

continue to soar high with their popularity.

Both

developed

as

our

religion

capitalist

(mostly

–

like the opening up of its economies in a hurry
lockdown.

and

(lower

imperialist capitalist model becomes evident,

global

people)

caste

imperialist

Muslims

leaders

looking for ways to make a profit, neglecting .

About the author: Mehnaz Noor is a graduate of Presidency University and is in the process of completing her
post-graduation from Jadavpur University. While her interest lies in the role played by Islamophobia in the
rising nation-states, it has pushed her to look into various governing systems around the world and its politics
that sustain a neo-imperialist capitalist model via subjugation of certain sections of society from the
marginalized community.

CONSTRUCTING THE
NATION AND NATIONALISM
RISHU MAHATO

What is a nation? Is there any correct way to

these enough for a human to accept a nation as

define nationalism? In today’s age of social

part

media, the spectrum to this answer is filled

within or is it a social construct that has over

with ideas and opinions of abundant interesting

the years been modulated to train our minds

individuals consisting of scholars, politicians,

into reflecting certain ideas and emotions that

internet trolls, meme pages, the ‘light bearers’

we think are our own but instead has made its

of nationalism and patriotism, all trying their

way to us through the prejudiced lens with

best to explain what does nation mean? If you

which we see our history, polity, sociology and

were asked this very question, what is the

our own self?

of

one’s

identity?

Is

nationalism

born

answer that your mind is forming right now?
As a student of history, I have always been
Using our geographical and political definitions

taught that history is the study of the past that

we can define a nation as a piece of land with

helps us to understand our present with added

its own boundaries, a sovereign power, shared

clarity. In that sense, as a person living in

culture, rights and duties for the citizens and a

2020, trying to keep up with ever-changing

national emblem, flag and anthem as defining

ideas of nation and nationalism, what I need to

features for its nationalism. India, certainly

do is to disabuse my mind of the stereotypes

checks in all these categories and more. But are

and carry out an investigative study to unlearn
.
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these stereotypes and biased notions.

Ever since the Renaissance, there were boosted
efforts in Europe to study and develop history

When we look at the history of India as a

as a discipline and Europe had proper sources

nation, we do not find enough evidence to fit it

for that. While in India, history wasn’t seen as a

within the boundaries of the definition of a

discipline. It wasn’t a tool to chronologically

nation. With kingdoms ruled by hereditary laws,

arrange the historical events. Myths and fiction

most kings were devoted to leave behind a

overlapped with whatever little textual sources

personal

that

legacy.

Thus,

we

find

a

string

of

were

available.

There

were

some

powerful chieftains raging constant wars among

inscriptions, distinguished literary sources, the

each other to fulfill their imperialistic desires

Vedas and Upanishads and some biographies of

and call themselves “empires” after achieving

the Mughal rulers. Still none to explain what

that. Loyalties were regional and there were

India was in a straightforward way. Along with

few

that, the British were met faced with a peculiar

efforts

by

the

royalty

to

directly

communicate with the working class or work for

situation.

their well-being. We do find some like the

cultures

Mauryas, The Cholas, The Pandyas, The Guptas,

largely homogenous society came in contact

The Mughals, to name a few, who do some

with a heterogeneous society and reacted the

justice to being called dynasties or empires but

only way it knew. Seeing it through their biased

still

and homogeneous views and fitting it within the

none

of

them

ever

brought

the

subcontinent under one direct centralized rule.

People
were

of

different

living

quite

religions

and

harmoniously.

A

boxes they thought would simplify the knowing
process.

Only with the coming of British who later made
India

regional

For their quest, they needed the help of locals.

kingdoms tamed with wars and treaties and

But India was still very much tied to the chains

brought together under the umbrella of “British

of the caste system. So the only people who

India”. What began with the English East India

were educated or could read the available texts

Company being just another European merchant

in

company,

interfering

brahmanical class and the male elites. They

monopolistic

became a guide to the Indian society and texts

authority in trade with India and soon becoming

for the British. Along with this, as Europe’s

the head of centralized power that would rule

trade

India for the next two hundred years. For the

inquisitiveness for the east. This gave birth to

first time, India was ruled by an entity whose

Orientalism. Orientalists arrived in India and

capital was located miles away and by a small

started chronicling the history of India, an

number of people who would exert immense

interpretation

power over it.

even today.

But how would they rule a country whose laws,

A material and social collaboration of Indian

customs, culture and people were completely

elites and Brahmins with the British began and

alien

our colonists labelled it as the “rediscovery and

with

their

colony,

transformed

local

to

effectively,

politics,

them?

To

efforts

we

find

into

them

acquiring

govern
were

all

the

country

initiated

Sanskrit,

with

Persian,

the

east

that

Prakrit

grew,

affects

so

our

”.

were

did

the

their

perspectives

to

recodification

of

India

understand India and its people. For that they

understanding

of

India,

needed to know the history of India.

where the elites became the interpreters of

with

The
a

orientalist
background
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Indian culture and brahmanism received a new

India

in

legitimacy under British. It was not only an

Foundations for Asiatic societies were being

economic colonisation, but an ideological and

laid. William Jones who came to India as a judge

cultural colonisation too.

of

the

an

institutionalised

Supreme

Court

soon

manner.

became

an

important figure in this scene. He researched
From

this

point

in

the

the

comparative philology and through his studies

when

he found similarities between Sanskrit, Latin

began

and Greek. He assumed a past where people

reacting to this ideological perspective. James

shared a culture, home and language. And this

Mill wrote the first book on Indian history,

gave fire to the idea of migration of Aryans,

“History

has

myth of Aryan homeland and the idea of an

remarkable condemnation for Indian past and

Aryan race. Orientalists and Indologists found a

civilization, as if history had not happened

spiritual cousin of Aryan culture in India. They

before British came, that it remains unchanged

began setting a binary between west and east.

and

European

West being material and east being spiritual.

a

While

development

of

minds

historicized

were

of

concept

in

and

in

for

the

history

began,
Indians

1817.

decayed.

enlightenment,

century

historiography

India”,

has

19th

The

book

After
first

was

time

created

stadial

and

towards

Islam,

the

viewpoint

of

Mill

orientalism was hostile. And the hypothesis

positioned India at a much lower position in

that the middle age in India was a dark age and

comparison to Europe.

the ancient age was the most intellectually and
spiritually developed era, came from colonial

Mill

even

historiography.

This

exaggerating the achievements of Indian past.

from

historiography

He

historiography.

also

criticized

divided

history

William
into

Jones

three

ancient, medieval and modern.

for

parts

–

colonial

assumption

was

to

passed

communal

Ancient being

the Hindu India, medieval under the rule of

Along with this British officers were sent in

Islam

every direction to collect information about the

and

Colonial

modern

ideology

was
took

under

British

refuge

in

rule.

colonial

people

residing

in

the

country.

They

were

history to show its superiority. There was a

accompanied mostly by the Brahmin guides as

great need for this from the English East India

they were the sole literate people. From the

Company’s side because they have been waging

memoirs

of

these

continuous wars with the Indian rulers to gain

archive,

we

see

authority which summed up huge expenditures

officers met while gathering the data. As no one

on

in that time period recognized themselves as a

military

and

resources

spent

by

the

the

person came from various sources such as his

to show that India required a strong imperial

occupation,

hand that only England could provide for its

messiness of their identities and viewing it with

developments

a

a Brahmanical lens led the British to simplify

historical

them as much as possible. The creation and

description of a savage and decadent India

labeling of an individual as a Hindu, Muslim,

acted as a pillar to justify it.

Sikh,

civilized

society.

And

Mills’

comes

caste,

from

The

village,

here.

identity

these

simple

into

Muslim.

colonial

that

the British parliament in England they needed

transformation

or

and

confusion

company. To validate these expenses in front of

and

Hindu

officers
the

community.

And

this

has

of

a

The

been

accepted and validated with time by the coming
On the other hand, orientalism was spreading in

generations.
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What we see above are colonial rulers of India

masculine

who wanted us to understand our history as

roots. This phenomenon spread to the minds of

described by them, the hegemony wanting us to

Muslim thinkers as well, as Sir Syed Ahmed

see history on their terms. And thus starts the

Khan

friction

movement was very focused on the fact that

of

dominant

and

dominated.

Some

male

who

had

led

should

begun

the

growing

Islamic

learn

from

deeper

reformation

Indians believed it, some opposed it and some

Muslims

stood at cross roads. At the same point in

Muslim League made, getting into good books of

the

British

and

history the British colonial state decided to

British, an essential point while forming the

create a class of English speaking and thinking

League. These were few of the many responses

Indians who would act as their middlemen for

we find coming out from the Muslim community

other Indians, a blueprint for “babu” class.

against the stereotypes set by British and the
hostile observation of the Orientalists.

The most popular reaction to these by the
Indians can be seen in the development of ideas

This base of self-doubt and stereotypes that

of nationalism and in some of the reforms that

were set by them, continued to dominate the

were made starting from the 19th century.

thinking and viewpoint of many Indian leaders

Called as the Father of Modern India by many,

and

Raja Ram Mohan Roy, was a visionary and great

romanticisation

reformist but he too fed into the claims of the

Swaraj, in the revisionist views of nationalist

British

and

historians who try to legitimise the weakness of

denounced the present. This romanticisation of

the Indian rulers and hide their debaucheries

a golden ancient age can be seen in his work

under the pretext that most of the archives are

where he divides India in three ages: Age of

biased accounts of the British. It follows us

Upanishads – the golden era of knowledge and

through

enlightenment, Age of darkness: (600 BC-1800

knowledge of the past and present through the

CE)

information

that

where

glorified

he

the

ancient

completely

past

overlooked

the

contributions of Buddhism, Jainism, Sramanic

scholars.

We
of

see
rural

Independence
in

it

in

India

in

and

textbooks,

Gandhi’s
his

molds

Hind

our

structures

that

represent the nation, among others.

teachings, Bhakti and Sufi movement, and at
last, Age of future expectations: the modern

One of the best examples of such structure is

India thriving on the rediscovery of the past.

the National Museum. The National Museum in
New Delhi was established in 1949. India had

Similarly

the

Saraswati,

just got its freedom and what was left behind

another reformer of this era, he believed in the

was a poverty ridden, unemployed, illiterate

theory of Aryan race and dismissed Brahmanical

country living with the horrors of partition.

ideology

Within

and

works

of

Dayanand

everything

from

Buddhism

to

a

matter

of

two

years,

the

Jainsim, Christianity and Islam as not part of

establishment of a national museum on the

India’s self.Bengali men were commented on by

premise

British as weak, effeminate, good for becoming

country was a statement by this poor nation

“babus” only and living a soft life. As a response

that it was free of its previous masters and had

to this we see several groups such as Yugantar

control and power to protect and preserve its

and

so-called

past like the European nations with their own

manly activities such as wrestling and football.

big museums. The national museum became an

The idea of a tough,

instrument to showcase the past of the

Anushilan

Samiti

bringing

in

of

the

national

government

of

the
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“nation”.

But the concept of a nation was

not as part of history of the nation. Also the

conceived just a century ago in India. How to

absence of the regional and tribal achievements

drag it back to 5000 years ago? What we then

cannot be missed. It is only in the local state

see is the construction of a mainstream history

museums, we find the past of the branches of

where the museum was required as “shrine to

this “mainstream” history, a homage to regional

the national culture, confining its scope to

growth in various sectors. The history of the

artefacts produced through the ages but within

nation didn’t move in a single thread from

the boundaries of the modern state.” Additional

Mauryans to Kushans to Guptas and then just

efforts were made to find Indus Valley sites in

vanished into a chaotic sphere. But that’s the

India as major sites from the civilisation went

history we are being presented in the national

to Pakistan. Lack of evidence to connect this

museum of this country. A past of the “Indian

civilisation

nation”,

with

the

mainstream

national

which

had

a

continued

and

history, can be seen in the museum’s gallery.

conventional growth in history.

Then a jump of 1500 years and we encounter

The expansive work on Indian history by the

the rock sculptures as they are only a thing of

British, was an effort to create the “other”. The

the “mainstream” culture that lived through the

construction

ravages of times. We start at the Mauryas and

important

Shunga art period from the 3rd-2nd century

looking and analyzing the “other” helps Europe

B.C. We find Buddhist sculptures and along

refine its own self. A reminder of what Europe

with that the Yaksha statues in between. Now

is and isn’t. One part of this process started

the placing of these sculptures is a strategic

with

move. By the presence of the Yaksha statue, the

orientalists who created a binary of west and

nationalist

east

historians

completely

defy

the

of

for

colonist
as

the

other

Europe.

historians,

it

was

has

always

been

with

this,

Because

carried

necessary

on

to

by

the

legitimise

statement of the European historians that there

colonialism. Stereotyping serves the colonial

was

art,

purpose and this along with knowledge put into

declaring it as just a transformation in art and

Greek

standardised molds, studied with unscientific

not

approach to the past have been validated by the

any

influence

influence.

on

Then

the
we

Mauryan
move

to

the

Kushana period which is brought at rest with

reformers,

the refined and elegant Gupta art. With the

historians convinced by the colonial argument

yogic and spiritual male statues of the Gupta

that Indian society was decadent since the

period, the museum wants to show us a journey

middle

of the Indian art from the extensive Mauryan

Ambedkar, disgusted by the biases of colonial

art which “may” have

masters and the brahmanical hegemony worked

foreign influence which

revisionists

ages.

Some

like

and

nationalist

Phule,

Periyar

and

finally reaches its destination in the classical

towards breaking these shackles.

Gupta age even though most of these pieces

Bhakti and later gender historians criticise this

come from North and Central India only.

project as many aspects of history were lost in
the

After this section, the medieval period section

hegemonic

project

of

Dalit, Sufi,

Indology

and

Orientalism.

is a confused collection of art from various
regions and time. We move from “chronology to

In

material” hereon. The artefacts of the Mughal

perceptionshave

rulers are shown as examples of material work,

borderlines fanaticism. When a leader on

.

the

digital

and

postmodern

received

a

world

new

life

these
that
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national television goes on to give an entire

perspectives for this nation and what is our

speech in Hindi even though there is a large

nationalism, is very much their “gift” too.

section of people in the South and North-East,
who do not know the language and cannot

I do not want to give them all the credit as their

understand a thing, the connection of Hindi as a

work was successful because we played the

“national” language is revised and gives boost

main part. We accepted their view of us as

to the idea of Hindi nation. When a biased

uncivilized beings, and tried our best to find

historian romanticises the rule of every other

proper examples of us as a nation from one

ancient king of this land as the “golden era of

section of the past that again the colonisers

India”, not only is that an acceptance of the

glorified to the extent that it suffocated the

views

diverse beauty of this land.

that

our

previous

colonial

masters

wanted us to have, but also legitimises the
patriarchal, elitist and castiest rule that was a

This digital era has its own perks too. For the

part of that ancient era and since the past two

first time, we are connected to every part of

centuries

this

has

been

shaping

our

notions

of

nation and nationalism.

world,

have

access

to

such

diverse

knowledge, and can fact check within minutes.
All that is required is for us to be ready to

Our basic textbooks always mention that it was

unlearn the biases we have been taught till now

the British that brought “divide and rule” policy

by

to India and created communalism, something

ourselves in proper ways. To build the idea of a

that haunts us and grows even today. But it

nation that accepts the country with all its

certainly misses out on the fact that our

diversity. We need to stop seeing through a

the

orthodox

institutions

and

educate

keyhole and open the door to a better world.

About the author: Rishu Mahato is currently pursuing M.A. History from Miranda House, University of Delhi.
Having a deep interest in history, she is an avid reader and researcher of new aspects of historical knowledge.
She likes to spend her time reading novels of different genres, listening to music, watching movies and trying
new recipes.

SLUMS AND RESETTLEMENT
OF SLUM DWELLERS
AJIT KUMAR

“The birth department of the Gods realized that

After giving services and some gold to the

there was a mistake when it found out that a

intermediate department and after tolerating

handsome, cute, healthy and fair-complexioned

the rebuke of his bosses, in between the six

infant was born in the house of a poor labour

months,

class family, whom the Gods did not create to

headquarter.

enjoy human rights. Despite this infant having a

headquarter office like an atom bomb. First, the

compelling smile which made even the Gods feel

boss called the officers of the birth department

jealous. It was the curse given by the Gods to

and pretends how busy the boss has been in the

the family for no reason but only to maintain a

welfare

hierarchical

to

employees. Then they cried and issued a notice

life

to kill the handsome prince immediately. And

survive

in

order,
the

to

test

harshest

their

ability

situation

like,

the

work

without any integrity, respect, shelter, food

the

and other human rights, to compel them to

department

forever

depend

on

the

had

the

to

only.

be

The

humans

done
birth

by

in

and

the

department

the
the

their

birth
has

never done anything with killing so it contacted
the death department, which was miles away, in

force of birth. After realizing their mistake the

the outskirts of the campus, where all the

birth department wrote an application to the

waste

headquarter,

a

dumped. At first, the death department refused

mistake which cannot be undone, the mistake of

the job by saying that it is the fault of the birth

sending a prince to a slum, in a family where

department, not theirs but suddenly it realized

the beauty of such a prince would feel ashamed.

it’s position so it said there is a way, such that

they

is

of

falls

pre-

that

which

work

reached

application

decided anyway by the will of the Gods and by

apologizing

fate,

application
The

made

of

God’s

welfare

department

was
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both will not be a part of this sinful act and the

Story from Slum

work was transferred to humans, those humans,
who are in power with the enjoyment of more

In 1979, Umesh Yadav migrated to Azadpur

rights

the

Mandi in Delhi from Purnea, Bihar, after a

handsome prince was killed and normalcy was

cyclone hit his village and only one single crop

restored.”

could be cultivated. He started selling fruits in

than

they

deserve.

And

lastly,

the city. But he did not earn enough money to
I wrote the above extract in 2017 when the

sustain in the city so he decided to work as a

Kathputali

daily wage earner. After some time, he shifted

Capital

Colony

Region

situated

(NCR)

in

was

the

National

demolished.

In

to Rohini in search of work. He recalls the time

October 2017, Delhi Development Authority

that India had hosted the 9th Asian Game and

(DDA) had ordered the demolition of the slum

to beautify the capital city for this occasion the

areas of West Delhi and during the demolition,

contractor had brought labourers from rural

the residents protested and the police used

areas, especially from Bihar, West Bengal, and

tear gases and resorted to lathi-charge in order

Uttar Pradesh. When the labourers came to

to disperse the protesters. It took five days for

Delhi to build these magnificent buildings, the

the demolition of the entire Kathputali Colony

workers

after which a one-year-old child died.

dwellings nearby the construction sites. Even

were

allowed

to

build

makeshift

after the completion of the buildings, the daily
Demolition of slums is not a new phenomenon

wage

in Delhi or any other Indian city. Recently the

houses, wherein gradually the city grew and the

Supreme Court ordered the demolition of slums

slums were pushed out of the city either by the

located near railway tracks in Delhi. The court

government

also

companies who had managed to buy land from

ordered

resettlement

the
of

state

the

to

population

ensure
to

the

different

earners

remained

officials

in

or

those

by

makeshift

the

private

the government.

places in the city. However, the court and
government are going to ensure the demolition

In 2006, Bannuwal Basti, a slum was demolished

of “illegal” settlements in the cities but the

by the government and the slum dwellers were

resettlement has a completely different story.

pushed to Bawana which was 30 kilometres

Resettlement of slum dwellers depends on the

away from the basti (colony). The daily wage

number of papers they possess and the days

earners had been living in that basti for the last

they can survive without any shelter.

twenty years. In the new settlement in Bawana,
which has now become one of the biggest slum

Let’s

take

understand
dwellers

a

few

the

and

examples

genesis

the

of

from
slums

consequent

Delhi
and

story

of

to

slum
the

areas in Delhi, they were not provided with any
facilities:

transport,

water,

electricity

and

toilets, despite being compelled to move in the

demolition of slums and resettlement of slum

name

dwellers. The following stories emerged when I

months,

was involved in recording the narratives of

compensation for the resettlement but a lot of

daily wage earners who lived in slums, while I

individuals were left out.

was pursuing my postgraduate studies in Social
Work.

of

resettlement.
people

Slowly,

started

after

getting

a

few
some
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How does Resettlement Work?

during the survey conducted by the officials or
were

Before

the

demolition

the

slums,

unable

to

produce

identity

proof

and

the

resident proof in front of the officials. Nobody

government officials survey the area in which

considers the fact that some people have lost

they record the documents of residents and

their

identity proof. Based on that survey, the DDA

mandated demolition of their slums.

issues a demand draft.

of

documents

during

the

government-

Only with that demand

draft, can one can get a plot distributed by the

Migration can be seen in two aspects: first, the

authorities at the new location. However, the

failure

survey is not a pre-informed process, so the

necessity of labour in the city. If people do not

residents, who do not know about it, often miss

migrate to cities in search of work then there

the paperwork because they either have gone

will be a scarcity of labour force. To maintain

to work or somewhere else. Thus, those absent

the status of the city, a massive labour force is

from home are naturally not included in the

needed and the migrant population constitutes

survey

the large chunk of this labour force.

which

further

results

in

their

of

the

home

state

and

second,

the

ineligibility to get a plot at a newly assigned
location. Sometimes, officials do not conduct

As we previously witnessed in Umesh Yadav’s

surveys thoroughly or they do not fill the right

story, like him many labourers were brought

information

during the Asian Games in 1982, to build the

and

such

errors

render

few

residents ineligible to get new plots according

infrastructure

to the survey. Even people who have their

government did not plan for their resettlement

names in the survey but are unable to show

or plan to ensure their right to shelter. Earlier

their residential or identity proof, get excluded

this year, in February, when Donald Trump

from obtaining the demand draft and hence,

visited Gujarat, the slums were walled similarly

from getting the plot. The process is not a

during

simple one at all. It is not concerned about

wherein the slums were covered with colourful

human needs. These were a few reasons why so

sheets.

many people who were eligible in reality but

ignored in both of these cases. The policy-

not on paper. They were not eligible to get the

makers need to make a robust and inclusive

plot because either they were not present

policy for the resettlement of slum-dwellers.

the
The

of

the

2010
dignity

city.

However,

Commonwealth
of

slum

the

Games,

dwellers

was

About the author: Ajit Kumar is an M.Phil. scholar in Department of Social Work (DSSW), University of Delhi.
He has worked as Junior Research Fellow in Educational Survey Division of NCERT. He has done Masters in
Social Work from DSSW. During his masters, he was engaged with the Hazards Centre, an NGO working with
daily wage earner.

BOUNDARIES AND
VIOLENCE: INDIA AND
CHINA
JYOTISHMAN MUDIAR

National boundaries are often formed through

Its

violent processes, supported by revolutionary

achieved

wars vis-à-vis during the French Revolution

history,

carried forward by Napoleon’s imperial wars

Yugoslavia, the contradictions sustained, and it

set

up

the

process

&

settlements
the

World

most

War

2.

could

only

devastating
In

be

war

in

as

in

Germany,

Italian

took another half a century to rework them,
one with the peaceful demolition of the absurd

alliances

to

Berlin Wall, other with the bloody episodes of

undermine the papacy of Vatican, the imperial

the Yugoslav Wars in the 1990s. The founding

dynasty

fathers of the United States wiped out millions

of

popular

German

by

unification. It took more than half a century of
and

of

tentative

France

&

mobilizations

most

importantly

of

Austria. It allowed numerous states of Italy &

of

Germany to unite, but not without a series of

foundation of a ‘democratic United States of

wars.

For

half

century

for

the

America’. Half of Mexico was taken over by
bloody wars. Spanish names like San Diego,

this period is often ironically called as one of

Santa Cruz on the southern states are the ruins

peace.

boundary

of the violence that fixed boundaries through

fixing was to finally plunge Europe into World

force, whose contradictions, even today are

War I, which concluded with several absurd

precarious. Those who attempt to cement these

treaties imposed unilaterally by the victorious

boundaries by building walls have never learnt

sides, with glaring contradictions, not just in

from history! In the infinite expanse of space &

Europe but also in Asia. When Nazi Germany &

time, these leaders are, new-age Ozymandias of

fascist

Egypt, whose thirst for power could never quite

Italy

attempt

attempted

to

the

Americans

1870s,

arbitrary

after

Native

vituperative empire building took place when
This

a

indigenous

at

undo

contradictions by rewriting the boundaries.

the

get quenched.
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In Asia, like elsewhere, the history of national

of

boundaries is a result of colonial as well as

British. Adding to this we have modern-day

post-colonial violence. Treaty of Sevres after

Israel,

World

Ottoman

historian Ilan Pappe and Noam Chomsky, was

Arabia,

founded on the 20th century on principles of

War

peripheries

I,

divided

the

(modern-day

former

Iraq,

Saudi

colonial
a

convenience

nation-state,

between
which

France

according

to

Palestine, Syria, Jordan) into the cartography

17th-19thcentury

of

Decolonisation led to the hasty drawing of

colonial

convenience

between

France

&

British. Adding to this we have modern-day

boundaries

Israel,

a

nation-state,

which

both

colonialism.

French

and

British

to

administrators and lawyers, which opened up

historian Ilan Pappe and Noam Chomsky, was

another protracted era of violence, abetted by

founded on the 20th century on principles of

the Cold War and US imperialism. One cannot

17th-19thcentury

narrate the histories of North Korea without

settler

according

by

settler

&

colonialism.

Decolonisation led to the hasty drawing of

mentioning

boundaries

British

bombers in the Korean War of the 1950s. The

administrators and lawyers, which opened up

dictatorship has survived because people held

another protracted era of violence, abetted by

back

the Cold War and US imperialism. One cannot

memories of the US atrocities of the 1950s. The

narrate the histories of North Korea without

recent bombing of the inter Korean liaison

mentioning

by

both

French

popular

resistance

due

by

to

US

their

office by North Korea cannot be evaluated fully
without keeping in mind the absurdity of the

dictatorship has survived because people held

boundary that divides the Koreans. Similar is

back

their

the absurdity of the infamous 17th parallel that

memories of the US atrocities of the 1950s. The

had long divided the Vietnamese, or the Durand

recent bombing of the inter Korean liaison

line that divides Afghanistan & Pakistan and

office by North Korea cannot be evaluated fully

has

without keeping in mind the absurdity of the

Pashtuns on both sides of the border. The

boundary that divides the Koreans. Similar is

Kurdish question in West Asia can never be

the absurdity of the infamous 17th parallel that

understood without recognizing the absurdity

had long divided the Vietnamese, or the Durand

of cartography which finally brings us to India.

resistance

due

by

their

bombing

US

popular

bombing

indiscriminate

bombers in the Korean War of the 1950s. The
their

indiscriminate

and

to

till

date

not

been

recognized

by

the

line that divides Afghanistan & Pakistan and
has

till

date

not

been

recognized

by

the

Pashtuns on both sides of the border. The

The history of British cartography is one of the

Kurdish question in West Asia can never be

great

understood without recognizing the absurdity

frontiers,

of cartography which finally brings us to India.

British wanted to displace, to bring more land

onslaught
who

of
are

violence
often

on

tribals,

people
whom

at
the

into cultivation which they could tax, as well as
to

displace

people,

often

to

be

used

as

In Asia, like elsewhere, the history of national

indentured labourers in plantation across its

boundaries is a result of colonial as well as

colonies,

post-colonial violence. Treaty of Sevres after

islands.Violence is so intricate to cartography,

World

Ottoman

and more so in colonial cartography, that even

Arabia,

when the British withdrew, the creation of the

War

peripheries

I,

divided

(modern-day

the

former

Iraq,

Saudi

Palestine, Syria, Jordan) into the cartography

from

Assam

to

the

Caribbean

national boundaries was achieved by the
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slaughtering of more than a million people, with

confrontation.

more than 10 million displaced.
When the Home Minister of India on the floor
Unfortunately, it didn’t end there. The fight

of Lok Sabha opens his speech with a ‘We’, it is

over

to

the

boundary

in

Kashmir

has

today

wonder

if

it

is

only

inclusive

of

the

eclipsed its people. The Line of Control (LoC) is

privileged, who will never be sacrificed at the

one of the most militarized zones on earth.

Indian

Many jingoists in India today believe that there

declarations might go unnoticed in India, but

should be a final solution of Kashmir that which

not in the neighbourhood. This is a clear signal

includes one ‘final & decisive’ victory over

of confrontation. Adding to this is the constant

Pakistan and also on terrorism. The last time

warmongering by nationalistic mouthpieces and

such venture on the final solution was set out

jingoistic

for, it was met with failure, and a ‘War on

similar

Terror’ was declared.

Doklam standoff regurgitated achievements of

borders

of

retired

to

the

PoK

&

military

Chinese

Aksai

Chin.

generals.

mouthpieces

Such

This

is

during

1962, to remind Indians that it should not
forget what the Chinese are capable of. It does
Pakistan is gradually losing its ‘exceptional’

not matter how much peace one talks of, what

status vis-à-vis India. The chief of Army openly

clearly makes a greater impact is the language

stated that Nepal is doing things at the behest

of threat. If the jingoism of Hindutva needs no

on someone else, by which he meant China;

retelling, neither do the aggressive actions of

while

of

the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) led the

betrayal by China & arm twisting by India. “If

Chinese regime. In a recent op-ed piece, the

India could talk to China, why not to us”, asked

Global Times, in a cautious tone, wrote:

popular

Nepal’s
Nepalese

opinion

Foreign

in

Nepal

Minister,

Parliament

is

shortly

ratified

the

one

before

map

that

China does not want to clash with India and

included Kalapani, Lipulekh and Limpiyadhura

hopes to peacefully deal with bilateral border

as Nepalese territories. In the Indian public

disputes.

opinion, Nepal doesn’t even get a fraction of

weakness.

what China gets because it doesn’t threaten

sovereignty in exchange for peace and bow to

India, unlike China. But that is not true for

threats from New Delhi?’

Nepal, they are threatened by India, especially

[Source: The Global Times]

This

is

How

China’s

could

China

goodwill,
sacrifice

not
its

the villages on borders, more so by India’s
jingoist

The

It further stated: ‘The gap between China’s and

relative fluid nature of Indo-Nepal boundaries

India’s strength is clear. China does not want to

can

turn

only

mouthpieces
be

sustained

and
as

spokesmen.
long

as

the

two

border

issues

with

India

into

a

regimes are friendly. The moment the regimes

confrontation. This is goodwill and restraint

opened their hostilities, the contradictions of

from

national boundaries asserted themselves. The

situation at the border. It does not and will not

Indo-China developments need no reiteration

create conflicts, but it fears no conflicts either.

here. But what we do need to discuss is the

This policy is supported by both morality and

underlying causes and the nature of the regimes

strength. We will not trade our bottom line

that ultimately put two armies and indirectly

with anyone’.

the two largest populations in direct .

[Source: The Global Times]

China.

But

China

is

confident

in

the
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Can

these

paragraphs,

though

much

more

democracy

beyond

its

party’s

Central

subdued in tone than Indian jingoistic media-

Committee and local levels, allow more freedom

sound peaceful to Indian ears? I don’t think

& autonomy throughout the country but more

so.“This

it

importantly in Tibet in this context, decelerate

imply? That if it is not for their goodwill, we

its military buildup which no longer looks like a

will have to face military consequences(?) Then

communist militia of self-defence,

above all it

it asks rhapsodically, how China could sacrifice

should

neighbours.

its sovereignty in exchange for peace. Does this

Hindutva politics is a blotch on pluralism, as

even mean anything? Can India then sacrifice

much

its sovereignty? ‘The gap between China’s and

communism.

is

China’s

goodwill”,

what

does

stop
as

arm

Chinese

twisting

its

autocracy

is

a

blotch

on

lessons

of

India’s strength is clear”. This is not a message
of peace.

India

at

present

needs

more

nationalism that someone like Tagore offered
In short, what can be summarized is what New

when he spoke out against Western materialism

York

op-ed

and Japanese aggression but at the same time

pieces, ‘Both countries and their nationalist

with self retrospection about horrors of caste

leaders,

and

and Islamophobia today. While China needs

Prime Minister Narendra Modi of India, have

lessons from Trotsky where he damned the

taken increasingly assertive postures that pose

Stalinist dictatorship of autocracy,

real

and bureaucratism. India needs to implement

Times

mentioned

President

risks

of

the

Xi

in

one

Jinping

conflict

of
of

its

China

spinning

out

of

militarism

control’.

the spirit of the Chicago Conference, which

[Source: The New York Times]

spoke
China

about
needs

acceptance
the

of

spirit

everyone,
of

the

while
First

International, where the French & the German
No

boundary

permanent,

working class, denounced the Franco- Prussian

especially when the regimes are hostile to one

war, as one of dynastic interest, calling for

another. What we need is not jingoism from the

workers on both sides to unite for the cause of

two autocratic regimes, but to squash down the

socialism. The hierarchical structures on both

rhetoric. Hindutva nationalism is in nobody’s

sides of the Line of Actual Control (LAC) remain

interest, neither is the so-called communist

intact

autocracy of China. Unless both the countries

people remains elusive on both sides, a common

do enough to change the nature of its regimes,

planetary cause can strike accord across the

all

planet built not on market interest but on

these

ad

agreement

hoc

can

measures

be

would

only

be

unless

&

voluntary

ecological

self-organization

well

being,

by

episodic and temporary. India should abandon

social

Hindutva’s muscle-flexing, give up its vulgar

boundaries would continue to remain, and with

national

surrender to business interest, allow autonomy

it would continue its crimes, the victims of

in Kashmir and bring down the racist anti-

which would mostly be innocent individuals on

Chinese rhetorics. China should take

both sides of the boundary.

About the author: Jyotishman Mudiar is currently pursuing an M.A in Modern History from Centre for
Historical Studies, JNU. He is also a BTech graduate from NIT Rourkela (Civil Engineering). The author has a
keen interest in political philosophy, history and current events.

MINORITIES THROUGH BLM
HARUNA (AMY)

“You know nothing about the minority!”

eyes

gestures,

because
It

was

a

couple

be

privileged
a

racial

binary, and pansexual. I am the minority. You
two know nothing about the minority.

international

students,

at

and

I

already

never

classes

aimed

when

are

minority.Take a look at me, I am Asian, non-

was

ago

will

was

took

years

they

pursuing my undergraduate studies, one of the
I

of

they

gathering

unlike

the

homogenous and collective atmosphere in Japan

The conversation they had reminded me of the

— we enjoyed the diversity there.

unchangeable borders between them and me.
Since

that

day,

whenever

I

hear

the

word

A yell was heard as I entered the classroom. I

“minority”, it triggered the awkwardness and

saw two students fighting, and one was talking

frustration that I once felt.

about her situation: “I’m female, bisexual and
Argentinian.”

Now in 2020, the world is still in the middle of
chaos

caused

by

COVID-19.

Besides

the

Then she said to the other student, “You’re

pandemic itself, there is another issue that

male, straight and European. You know nothing

took over the world, the Black Lives Matter

about the minority!”I did not even care to

movement (BLM). This movement started in the

know, about who started the fight, but they

United States and is now supported worldwide.

sure

During the quarantine, BLM took over literally

made

me

question

one

thing——

“Hey,

aren’t you two- white?”

every news program on television and all the
social networking sites. This wave of BLM also

They have never known the fear of the slant

hit Japan, but it was introduced from afar as a

MINORITIES THROUGH BLM

riot-like movement, not something that was

to distinguish themselves from the majority and

relatable to Japan.

within minorities. In addition, there must be
other

factors

that

consist

of

minority-ness

A friend of mine said, “I don’t support BLM,

which cannot get visualized. BLM became an

because the Blacks discriminate against us. We

iconic and transnational movement and had

are the minority.”

people stand up for equality. But had I seen the
movement two years ago, I would not have

In regards to the two stories of the “minority”

supported it. Comparing the minority-ness must

above, now I believe that the term itself is very

be innate to us, but taking a look at other

exclusive in a way—— that doesn’t define the

minorities, much empathy is needed, especially

minority-ness of each.

in this chaotic world where we cannot reach out
to each other for real.

How I felt myself as “the minority” and the
friend’s anger about the minority-ness are the

A note to my younger self:

same.

You are a minority, but you are not “the”

Also,

people

who

call

themselves

minority should have their own minority-ness

a

minority.

About the author: Haruna (Amy) is a postgraduate student, who has taken a one-year moratorium in Japan.

HOW IS THE COVID-19
ECONOMY MORE
CATASTROPHIC FOR
WOMEN IN INDIA?
NAINA BHARGAVA

The

super

increase in the care economy of women. Before

cyclone on the tanking economy of the country

Covid-19

pandemic

the lockdown, the closure of daycare and child

and

schools impacted both homemakers and labour

certainly

is

almost

exacerbating

a

the

existing

inequalities in society. When the country is not

force

only going through the public health crises but

disproportionate

also the economic crises it has a substantial

responsibilities

gendered

impact,

bearing

burden
from

high

handling

care
care

elders
their

gendered lens, women, in particular, will be

participating in the market became difficult for

affected,

they

them,

hierarchy

of

Gender

class

lowest
or

inequality

in

the

religious
in

wages,

unless

household

job

men

duties

of

managing

ranked

household

the

children,

caste,

to

a

of

vulnerable

are

all

Women

populations will suffer. However, through the

stratification.

where

women.

while

responsibilities

step

up

responsibilities,

and

the

share

situation

and
the
for

women will remain only disastrous.

labour force, household work, and resource
sharing,

could

be

deepened

due

to

the

substantially altered crises.

The burden of the closure of schools, caring for
the

elderly

will

increase

the

workload

on

women along with that the bargain that there
Though there is a lot of uncertainty about

are

Covid-19’s

economic

notion where both of them work, while someone

trajectory as well as its impact on society.

else is looking at there children, but after the

Research shows that women will have higher

recession which leads towards the conclusion

deprivation in a specific dimension. One of the

that the one who takes the high hit will work.

most significant impacts of the pandemic is the

The other one will take care of household work

global

and

national

so

many

dual-earner

couples

with

the
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and children, which again narrow down the job

result of greater violence against women within

opportunities for women. In many heterosexual

the

relationships, women are more likely to be the

marginalized

secondary

decisions that might seem efficient but are

earners,

where

their

jobs

are

household.

Economic

stress

households

culturally

umbrella setup. With the ongoing passage of

lifetime

earnings will never recover.

the

force

difficult

devastating

women’s

under

may

make

considered a lower priority, and with these
conditions,

entitled

to

patriarchal

this shrinking economy, men may be allocated
with more resources rather than women, which

Massive involvement of the women in the care

again brings them down to the lower cartesian

economy

of health, education, and opportunities.

will

impact

their

labour

force

participation rate along with the dip in the rate
of

working women.

Most women have been

In India, the female literacy rate was found

employed in non-mobile sectors; hence they

much

will have a higher burden of the slowdown.

according to the survey done by NSSO and now

Also, most of the formal and informal sectors

in these conditions of economic distress when

grappling with the economic downturn may lead

women are already being neglected, they may

to

be

the

dismissal

of

more

women

as

these

lower

forced

than

to

the

drop

male

out

of

literacy

schools

rate

due

to

sectors consider them ‘less productive’ and not

education-related expenses or will be burdened

the primary breadwinners of the family-like

with

men and can be easily laid off. In informal

many getting married off at a younger age, due

sectors, women are entitled to cost machinery

to losses in their education and workforce. The

and post the commencement of the Maternity

rate of anaemic and malnourished women is

Act

to

already higher than that of males, about 53% of

women for six months while the act failed to be

whom are anaemic. Choices of feeding families

implemented in the government sector as there

and

is no support for paid leave.

inequities as women are considered the last

the

sanctions

paid

maternity

leave

more

kids

household

would

responsibilities,

further

deepen

the

with

health

person to have a meal in most of the families
Due to the ongoing pandemic, women might

and if young women do not get enough, this will

flock

supplement

lead to lack of nutrition and other health issues

household income and to sustain their primary

to

the

labor

which could be disadvantageous for their well

livelihood

being. To combat from all social and economic

which

market

might

to

lead

to

similar

conditions in 2004-05 because of the labor

problems during this global

market

necessary

and

agrarian

distress.

This

distress

to

keep

women’s

pandemic,

it is

employment

a

leads to lower wages, long working hours, and

priority in recovery efforts and to enhance the

layoffs for women which may further lead to

digital and on-ground initiatives, which must

exploitation and unclear options. India already

especially

has declining female labour force participation,

backgrounds.

and

framed in a manner to empower women, so that

if

the

rate

of

exploitation

keeps

on

low-income

the COVID-19 economy through a gendered

recession and economic stress may increase the

lives,

be

therefore it becomes necessary to understand

of

productive

must

boosting

conditions

and

from

response

drop in women participation, which is vital for
These

safe

women
policy

can

GDP.

lead

The

increasing at the same pace, it might result in a
the

to

target

and

lens.

About the author: Naina Bhargava( she/her) is a 3rd-year Philosophy major student at Miranda House, Delhi
University. Naina is the Founder and Editor at The Philosophy Project. She is a Founding Member of Tara
Foundation and is a Research and Study head at Women’s Development Cell Miranda House. Apart from that
Naina is a literature and cinema enthusiast who loves to read and explore new things.
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I S S U E

HARRY
POTTER,
TIBET, AND
ME
LEKEY LEIDECKER
Ageneration-defining

obsession

turned

multi-

billion franchise, the Harry Potter book series
follows eponymous British wizard as he enters a
previously unknown world of magic and learns his
unique role within it. As a child, I paused only a
little longer than the average reader on each
passing mention of Tibet, precociously devouring
each of the seven books, reading levels soaring
past any public-school standardization.
As I read, I dreamt of receiving my invitation to
wizard school at age eleven. The universe of the
books felt so real to me and it seemed impossible
that I would not be part of it. When the final book
was

released,

I

stayed

up

all

night

reading.

Several years later, concerned more with the
social dynamics of the people who accompanied
me, I grudgingly saw the final film and moved on
with my life.
Upon further revelations about the book and
author’s various failings regarding race, gender,
and sexuality, I put the series, and all they had
once meant to me, out of my mind. I joined
Swarthmore College’s rugby team rather than the
Quidditch that was also offered, since beer and
concussion risks seemed more college-y.
Until, in early April 2020 lockdown boredom, I rewatched

the

entire

series,

including

the

two

prequels created once I had already moved on
from the franchise. I felt an unexpected tug of
emotion as I watched a lonely, misunderstood
eleven-year-old*

learn

that

there

is

a

world

whose history has always been his, even if he did
not know it. For the first time in his life, he
belongs. While my obsession with the books and
the

world

contained

within

them

was

shared

globally, as a Tibetan adult looking back on a

"AS TIBET TOOK
ON AN
INCREASINGLY
DEFINING ROLE
IN MY
ADULTHOOD, I
MOURNED ITS
MANY ABSENCES
FROM MY
CHILDHOOD."

HARRY POTTER, TIBET, AND ME

childhood in a near-entirely white place, I have

asks, “What if I really do feel connected to the

gained new insight into its poignancy in my own

land?” Our destinies find us, no matter how lost

life.

we may feel on the way to finding them.

As Tibet took on an increasingly defining role in

Harry is an outsider for his entire life, unable

my adulthood, I mourned its many absences

to fit into the only society he knows, full of

from my childhood. I began to dismiss much of

small-minded

what I had grown up loving, blaming people and

wizarding world, his understanding of himself

cultural objects for my lack of access to a

and his place in the world shifts dramatically.

Tibetan identity. This list is long and many of

He

the

encounters with genuine joy and delight.

items

still

sting,

including

punk

rock,

fumbles

bullies.

through

When

all

he

the

enters

the

newness

he

suburbs, and the American South, and most
certainly the series that contained only one,

As the series continues, the complexity of the

ambiguously Asian character, Harry Potter.

world he’s joined becomes ever greater and so
does the magic. The failings of heroes, leaders,

It turns out that Tibet was present in my life all

and mentors are exposed. But nothing compares

along, I just had no reference point for it. From

to that initial joy and delight of being told you

my hometown itself, where my Tibetan father

belong, that there has always been a place for

received the first round of scholarships for

you, a place where everything about you makes

Tibetan

sense.

students

to

study

and

where

my

parents met, to the name I explained to every
new person I met throughout childhood. Others

I marvel at my child-self. For her brilliance at

perceived my Tibetan self long before I did,

perceiving her invisibility, and for brilliantly

from the international college students to the

surviving it. I am overwhelmed with gratitude

monks

and

to my own family, my now-community, for their

perform, to my own grandparents, who arrived

patience while I fumbled my way home, for their

from India when I was eight.

grace

who

visited

to

create

mandalas

(and/or

grudging

tolerance)

for

my

fumbles yet to come.
None of these was enough to replace an entire
community, a sense of self and belonging, not to

In life, as in stories, links to ancient lore and

mention

The

timelines stretch beyond our lifetime. In both,

the

we face off with unhelpful and even corrupt and

loneliness I experienced were all real too. But I

dangerous institutions when we try to change

have gotten creative now, able to trace these

the world and challenge injustice. In my life, as

gossamer-thin threads of connection between

in Harry Potter’s, you survive through stories,

my life and the vast, complex history of my

and through love. One is fiction, and one is real

ancestors and our land. I unearth childhood

life. But, like magic, the lines between the two

memories and revelations made meaningful by

are often unexpectedly fused.

a

hindrances,

connection
the

to

the

microaggressions,

land.
and

retrospection.
Am I going to get a Harry Potter tattoo? Am I
Tommy Pico, a queer Native American poet

going to smile knowingly as I pass Platform 9¾,

from

rushing through King’s Cross in London, where I

the

Kumeyaay

Nation

and

master

of

contradictions, writes about being “kind of at

now

find

myself

living?

No.

But

I

have

war with sentimentality generally” but also

renewed gratitude for the power of story, for

a

HARRY POTTER, TIBET, AND ME

the power of learning that you belong.
May

we

all,

displacements
responsibility

regardless
and
and

our

of

age,

ruptures,
magic.

no

matter

embrace
May

we

our
our

imagine

futures and write ourselves towards them. May we
delight in the revelation that of our belonging.

About the author:Lekey Leidecker is a Tibetan writer born and raised in Kentucky. Her work has been
published in Rigorous, ANMLY and Buddhist Peace Fellowship. She also serves as an editor for Unfolded
Secret, a Tibetan youth anthology. She is working on her first chapbook and lives in London. Connect with her
at www.lekeyleidecker.com

QUARANTINE MUSINGS: ON
LONELINESS IN THE 21ST
CENTURY
ANKITA ROSE SUBBA

Lately, I can say that I am closer to being a

and not just socially, with people I know and

vampire than I have ever been all my life. I

myself. I am detached as though with everyone

wake up at around 12 pm in the afternoon,

around me and also, with my own self. A part of

break my “nightly” fast by having lunch, then

me that always existed, but was masked by

sleep again till late evening. Then I am fully

camaraderie, interactions and in trying to be

awake at night, equipped with fast net speed

productive in a collective sense, has now taken

and

a life of its own.

ready

to

watch

countless

videos

on

a

plethora of topics. I jump from one thumbnail to
another, from close sources revealing ludicrous
details about celebrities to how astronauts pee
in space. Then if YouTube reminds me that I

My thoughts are not pretty at some point I

should take a quick break for the fourth time, I

think of buying a beautiful Chateau in the

open another app, most preferably Quora, to

future and then, the train of thought derails

read about conspiracy theories and outrageous

and I find myself surrounded by visions of

tweets.

failure and self-doubt. There are questions that
I would want to ask but afraid of knowing the

I can’t say that I am proud of what I am doing. I

answers. Any other day, I would distract myself

am hardly in touch with anyone. It is a strange

from my own brooding by talking to people,

bubble I am in, a peculiar space that is familiar.

listening

With

imposed

conversation. I would say I was happier then.

across the entire country, the social distancing

However, nowadays I feel lost in a haze of

is the call of the hour. However, I feel distant,

musings which are but my own.

the

lockdown

that

had

been

to

them

and

engaging

in

a

QUARANTINE MUSINGS: ON LONELINESS IN THE
21ST CENTURY

I hardly use social media these days, I never

The 21st century is a strange time to be alive.

used it so actively before but now it has been

Technology has improved our lives to such an

reduced to nil. I find my situation ironic, I have

extent that living without it seems improbable.

always preferred staying at home than going

Our cell phones are as essential to our lives as

out. People who knew me would tell you, that I

our self-worth. Our generation is different from

am not the most socially outgoing individual,

the previous ones because while the latter

rather the opposite; an individual with a small

chased after material possessions, our sense of

circle of friends who relishes the comfort of the

fulfilment comes from online validation.

four walls. However, now I am not even sure if

frustrations

comfort is what I am feeling.

summarized in a quote: “advertising has us

of

the

last

century

The

can

be

chasing cars and clothes, working jobs we hate
At present, there are millions of individuals

so we can buy shit we don’t need.” The words

who are quarantined in their homes. There are

are said of course by Tyler Durden in Fight

thousands of videos and posts on how to be

Club, a fictional character in both real and

productive during this time. You can either

(spoilers?) reel life. In 2020, we can add a

improve your culinary skills or learn a new

conglomeration

language. I will be honest that I did try my hand

hearts, views, comments, notifications et cetera

at one or two. During the first few days, I was

after “cars and clothes” and still find the quote

waking up early and doing an abs challenge

credible.

(planks

had

fascinating because it was made to connect

planned to watch a movie every day, read a

people and yet, we know firsthand, that we

book every week, all the while also writing a

would rather have our heads turned down to

novella. However, similar to what happens on

the mobile screens, staring at photographs than

uncapping a bottled coke, the fizz of the initial

look at the person in front of us. It is amusing

excitement died as fast as it had appeared.

because we know more about the people we

Soon I found myself doing nothing.

may never meet, who exist in pixels stored as

and

crunches,

mostly).

Then

I

The

of

words:

irony

of

followers,

social

likes,

media

is

bytes in our gallery than humans of flesh and
The World Health Organisation (WHO) declared

bones who live with us. The sense of alienation

the COVID-19 viral outbreak as a pandemic. At

has only strengthened in times of solitude.

my time of writing, there are more than 2.3
million cases worldwide. Since the causative

Loneliness

agent can be spread by air, public interactions

paradoxical; when the world is so connected,

are to be kept to a minimum. There has been

being by oneself should bring peace and yet,

mass hysteria and a generalized public panic;

the feeling is as abominable as it has always

people hoarding masks, sanitizers and toilet

been through the ages. Everyone likes taking a

papers. A continual fear of the disease, rooted

break, indulging in “me” time but the non-

in the conscience of our society. While the

exposure to our similar kind for a long time has

heroes in white and unsung warriors fight the

been proven disastrous. It would be fitting to

common nemesis in the front line, awareness

say

campaigns

perpetually

preach

that

our

bravery

lies

in

that

in

the

modern

loneliness
present

is
and

a

world

silent

is

almost

epidemic,

affecting

almost

staying at home. Amidst all this farrago of

everyone. It is not a disease in the strictest

unfortunate happenings, I found myself in what

sense but like any illness, it disturbs our well

I would previously call a happy predicament.

being and harms our health in all the spheres

However, now it is only a situation that I do not

that WHO defines it, ‘physically, mentally and

exactly enjoy but will surely endure.

socially.’

QUARANTINE MUSINGS: ON LONELINESS IN THE
21ST CENTURY

It is the dawn already and I can hear the birds

The nihilist in me has won for the night but my

chirping outside the window. Another night in

optimist self will continue to fight for co-

quarantine is spent in front of my laptop. My

existence. By making me hope for better days.

back is hurting and honestly, I am a bit hungry.

Or making me text a friend. And perhaps, in

Perhaps, today I will find those five seconds of

these little acts of rebellion against the despair

insane courage to do something normal like,

that plagues my mind, I can brave the loneliness

call up a friend. Perhaps in all my pondering, I

that has come as an uninvited guest with the

have understood only a small, trivial truth; that

quarantine.

the world is beyond my comprehension and

P.S. Written on a quiet, lonely dawn of someday

nothing really matters anyway.

in April of 2020.

About the author: Ankita Rose Subba is a medical student who likes writing her thoughts and sometimes,
expressing her feelings. She writes poems but they are hardly happy because unrequited love has been hard
on her. However, these days, if you can judge a person by their Instagram feeds, she’s very happy. She’ll tell
you herself so. She has a multitude of interests but poetry and anatomy never cease to amaze her. Though a
chirologist once told her that a short lifeline in her palm only means trouble, she, an ardent history reader,
concluded that she will draw her own lines of destiny, like the great Bonaparte. That has sadly not always been
as she hoped because learning about symptoms of various diseases has awakened the hypochondriac who
doesn’t let her live in peace. That’s all there’s to know. For now.

SHAU
DEJNA

Iam a mind, a mouth and a stretch of skin, with

collected over the years. These are eyes that

bones broken and bent underneath it. But I am

have questioned the cut of my sleeves and the

also a halt in a billion-year evolution, a ball of

dip of my neckline, prophesized molestation,

change just at the start of a roll. And I am ash

followed

some moments away from effect. I am many

feasted on my fear. I carry the carcass of claws

things at this moment and in the very next one,

that have touched me wrong- a tremendous

will be more. ‘I’ live in a body that has been

weight

bruised, beaten and overworked and yet, it

threatens to metastasize into balls of physical

heals itself quietly as ‘I’ sleep every night. My

pain. It is weight, I realize, that will slowly

person is the body of my thoughts, riddled with

bend my back into a sickness with a name.

infuriating flaws too.

my

on

route,

my

neck.

violated

This

is

my

a

space

weight

and

that

And despite it all, it is

magnificent and I have come to know it and

A human body is a strange, great thing to

also, that, it has to exist in a world that does

possess. It is a universe of chaos and meanings.

not see it for its resilience and its grace but

But to live as a human is to live in reduced

picks at it for money and codes that time has

versions

outlived. My body was born into a war that will

stranger is never more than two things at once

last longer than I will live. There will always be

and lesser things are easier to hate. Of all

someone picking, prodding and dissecting it, for

things one may be reduced to, the worst would

the power it holds and for all that it represents.

be to a body waiting to be defiled for the

of

oneself,

moment

to

moment.

A

gratification of another’s. Following how an
I step out of my house every day, carrying the

animal’s meat nourishes another, hollow vessels

weight of a thousand gargoyle eyes that I have

feed on others.

SHAU

Magnificent, gentle humans are wrecked and

builds. It’s a wonder what all a sack of flesh can

chastised by grotesque ones that could never

endure. And even more surprising, is how it

fathom or be beauty-bodies that never knew a

levies the same pain on others like an infernal

kind touch or felt tender love. They burn in a

flesh puppet.

mutated cage of a body; bubbling with frenetic
craving for all that they were denied.

In my mother tongue, Dimasa, a body is called
‘Shau’

which

also

means

‘to

burn’.

Perhaps

Hands are ruthless, they axe-down laboriously

whoever created language, found that to have a

assembled hives with no remorse, they rip open

body and life is to continually burn. And true

hot

burn

enough, all bodies burn. I burn. Sometimes, the

and

dead masquerade as people. Sometimes, death

batter some bodies. Only some. As if mine

seeps in and festers secretly. It chokes action,

curates a special type of suffering for me and

empathy and will. And so, sometimes, like jhum

yours, another. We were formless, shapeless

is set ablaze to birth new vegetation come dry

and

legions

winters, the dead bits must be burnt to ash and

fragment into even smaller ones, there are just

‘once those flames begin to dance their caustic

as many fragments of identities that one body

dance, don’t you dare to look the other way.

carries: each one inviting its own quota of

Watch closely and let that image seer itself

violence. Sex, gender, caste and religion, even

forever on your mind.’(Rodgers)*. Don’t shy

something as trivial as the gradient of color in

away

the skin and the number of folds on your eye-

indolence and let it burn bright.

wombs

screaming

whole

of

beating,

faces.

once.

wet

Demented

Now,

as

flesh
hands

and
grab

smaller

from

burning.

Let

it

rage

against

lid, is a marker. And in this puzzle of identities,
a war of colossal dimensions against bodies

* Cristen Rodgers

About the writer: Dejna is a 22 y/o anthropology student. She is someone who is as terrified as she is awed by
society. She often manically fusses about what is becoming of the world and she associates people with their
zodiac signs too much for her own good, thinks she is at the verge of a break-through or something.

REVISITING
“PEEPLI LIVE”
IN 2020
RAJDEEP CHAUHAN
There was a time, when I was in high school,
which was not ages ago, that the person who used
to watch the news on television instead of IPL or
MTV Roadies was considered the smartest among
us all, by both teachers and students alike. I
strongly

feel

that

it

is

not

at

all

the

case

anymore. In today’s India, the probability of ‘that
person’ being the most stupid and misinformed of
the lot is skyrocketing.
Since the last three months or so, following the
tragic demise of a talented actor, we have been
witnessing an unpleasant and insensitive circus
by our mainstream media. The hullabaloo which
started with a reported suicide, first offered a
ground for news anchors to play Poirot from their
studios, then turned into a misogynistic witchhunt and presently has taken shape of a supposed
crackdown

on

the

bad-bollywood

&

its

drug

cartel.
This entire theatre of the absurd made me revisit
the 2010 Amir Khan produced film Peepli Live,
directed by Anusha Rizvi, and is probably one of
the hilariously best satirical dramas in Hindi
Cinema since Jaane Bhi Do Yaaro (1983).

"ONE CAN NOT MISS
The

film

follows

the

lives

of

two

peasant

brothers- Natha & Budhia, played by Omkar Das

OBSERVING THE

Manikpuri and an impeccable Raghubir Yadav,

MOCKING

whose ancestral land is about to be auctioned by

TRANSFORMATION OF

the bank because of the non-repayment of a loan.
The desperate duo goes to a local politician for

FOUNDING FATHERS OF

help, he jokingly suggests that one of them should

INDIA & THEIR IDEAS

commit

suicide

as

the

government

pays

compensation of one lakh rupees to the family of

INTO MERE HOLLOW

the deceased. The poor farmers take this advice

SYMBOLIC NAMES OF

seriously and start mooting over the idea of one

INEFFECTIVE

of them committing suicide to save their land.
One

struggling

journalist

working

in

a

newspaper, Rakesh ( Nawazuddin Siddiqui),

local

GOVERNMENT
SCHEMES".

REVISITING “PEEPLI LIVE” IN 2020

overhears them talking about Natha’s decision

psychological state. In another scene, the same

of committing suicide to a local shopkeeper and

journalist

sees a sensational story in it which might help

frantically as if they were possessed by a local

boost his own career. He prints the story in his

deity, Peepli Mata and reports it as God’s way

newspaper, it sells like a hot cake and what

of

follows

journalists

is

a

circus

by

TRP

mongering

T.V

giving

pays

some

assent
of

local

to

Peepli

women

Natha’s
Live

are

to

act

suicide.
just

The

like

our

journalists & shrewd politicians which brings

journalists, they are also ready to make up

the hitherto unknown village of Peepli into the

shameless

national spotlight.

conspiracy theories. They can also shamelessly

lies

and

report

on

the

basis

of

go to any extent to make their programs most
The

possibility

of

capturing

a

sensational

suicide entices big media houses to Peepli and

appealing for the general audience in order to
be at the forefront of the mad TRP race.

the tug-of-war begins. In the mad rat race for
TRPs, journalists feel no hesitation in breaking
any

barriers

of

ethics

and

stupidity.

They

Gradually, the question of Natha’s suicide finds

shamelessly breach into the lives of Natha and

itself

his

their

elections of Mukhya Pradesh and political rivals

cameras & mics to get just a glimpse of Natha,

start using Peepli as the battleground to swing

so much so that the poor man even finds it

elections. Various politicians visit Natha to

difficult to go to the loo, an open field, without

console him and extend their hollow support for

some journalist scaring the simpleton peasant

him without actually doing anything to save his

with his camera.

land from being auctioned. Whether Natha will

family,

acting

like

vultures

with

at

commit

the

suicide

anvil

or

of

not

the

upcoming

becomes

a

state

national

There is one hilarious scene in which a popular

concern but ironically Natha remains a passive

Hindi T.V. journalist, named Deepak, examines

spectator to the whole question about his own

Natha’s excreta to guess about his

life and death.

In a satirically powered scene, an official is
sent by the state to present a handpump to
Natha

as

an

incentive

to

stop

him

from

committing suicide. The handpump is ironically
called Lal Bahadur after India’s second prime
minister – Lal Bahadur Shastri – who gave the
slogan “Jai Jawan! Jai Kisan!”(Hail the soldier!
Hail the farmer!). When Natha’s brother asks
for the installation costs of the handpump, the
official

sneeringly

replies

–

“Be

thankful!

Shashtri Ji has saved your life” and walks away.
One

can

not

miss

observing

the

mocking

transformation of founding fathers of India &
their ideas into mere hollow symbolic names of
ineffective government schemes.

REVISITING “PEEPLI LIVE” IN 2020

In addition to the main story of Natha, there

full of vibrant characters and hilarious plot

are many other minor tragic stories in the film

points. At no point, it attempts to be preachy or

which take place in the middle of the hullabaloo

elitist in its portrayal of the characters which

without gaining anyone’s attention. There is

are far removed from the glimmering city lights

one

of

character

of

a

hauntingly

cadaverous

our

metropolitans.

All

of

them

are

real

farmer, named Hori Mahato, who is always seen

beings and are not portrayed as some pitiable

digging a pit and is ultimately found dead in it.

creatures worthy of our sympathies. The film

But everyone remains too busy to care or even

very

notice the poor farmer’s death, even though the

convey

entire circus of politics & media was taking

documentary. The realistic cinematography of

place in the name of saving farmers. The name

Shanker Raman and the music by the Indian

of the character is a direct reference to the

Ocean matches the tone of the film and further

protagonist of Premchand’s Godan (1936) and

makes it more vibrant and entertaining without

is a grim reminder to us as viewers about the

compromising

abysmal condition of people like Hori which

matter.

hasn’t

changed

much

even

after

more

cleverly
its

employs
point

a

humour

without

bit

on

&

satire

feeling

its

serious

like

to
a

subject

than

seven decades of Indian independence. Hori
Mahato(s) still die neglected in their deep pits

Today, after a decade of its release, Peepli Live

of misery.

is as relevant as ever because the media circus
has never been so shameless. It is rather funny

In the second half of the film, events take an

but I feel nostalgic for the media of Peepli Live

interesting

local

because their circus was still in some way

politician are trying to kidnap Natha to settle

related to the real issues. The sensational and

some political scores and the local journalist

insensitive journalism was still being done with

Rakesh becomes aware of it. The denouement

a hypocritical façade of genuine care about the

offers an unsettling and accidental answer to

practical

‘Whether Natha will commit suicide or not?’, I

(mis)information and social media, mainstream

won’t spoil the fun for you, watch the film and

T.V media has completely done away even with

find out for yourself.

that façade. If in the middle of – a pandemic,

turn

as

some

men

of

a

issues.

Now,

in

the

age

of

crashing economy, unprecedented joblessness,
The subject of the film is inspired by the larger

conflict with China and nationwide protests by

issue

farmers

of

farmer

suicides

in

India

and

the

–

Bollywood

has

been

the

authentic representation of the way T.V media

preoccupation of our media, I don’t think so I

operates is reflective of the director’s own

need

experience as a journalist. Despite the subject

outstripping

of the film being essentially grim, Peepli Live is

counterparts from a decade ago.

to

say

much
of

about

their

their
own

unheroic
lampooned

About the author: Rajdeep Chauhan is a literature student and a crazy cinephile. You can find him giving
obscure film recommendations to random people. He lives by the Salvador Dali quote – “I don’t do drugs. I am
drugs” .

BOOK REVIEW
“FACING THE
MIRROR:
LESBIAN
WRITING FROM
INDIA”
ED. BY
ASHWINI
SUKTHANKAR
NANGSEL S

“The course of lesbian visibility in India has

within the Anglophone world. This book is not

been

merely an anthology but “an archive of lesbian

like

scattered

fireworks-

an

isolated

episode here and there which consumes itself in

writing and lives.”

its own sensationalism and leaves no trace of
the life that was its context.”
The charm of heteronormativity wore off when I

It must be explicitly stated here that facing the

first left my convent school heading to another

inner mirror is always the most challenging,

same-sex1 institution. The notions of gender,

especially in terms of identity and when it does

the idea of normative and social constructs

not necessarily fit with the heteronormative as

were introduced, with my friends acting as

well as the homogeneous notions of identities

catalysts

that society projects onto us. The scrapping of

to

engage

in

more

disruptive

discourses within and outside our classrooms.

Section 377 has been a step forward but that is
not just enough! The constant assumption of

However, this book particularly was one that

one’s cis-ness as well as the assumption of

struck me the most. It is one that genuinely

one’s heteronormativity is what we must as a

encapsulates voices from the semi-urban to the

society

metropolis,

heterosexual

a

challenge

to

how

books

are

question

and

individuals

challenge.
are

able

When
to

consumed by those who are charmed by the

comfortably express their desires and their

Anglophone

book

love openly, any other form that challenges

challenges the binary between the consumable

those pre-determined notions are vilified and

work and non-consumable work which exists

invisiblised.

world

of

literature.
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“FACING THE MIRROR: LESBIAN WRITING FROM
INDIA”
ED. BY ASHWINI SUKTHANKAR

This anthology of lesbian writings is a window

ways unfathomable. A step of courage or the

towards diverse voices who have their desires

lack of it, the stories revolve around all these

expressed in diverse ways, some unknown to

and much more. Relations hushed into silence

many

and

of

us.

Before

Tinder,

Bumble

and

a

some

forgotten,

who

knows

where

the

plethora of other dating apps took over, how

author of these stories are, what kind of lives

did the communication of desire take place?

they live, it leads us to wonder. Some are

These stories give us a glimpse into something

complete stories but with endings that feel so

beyond

an

incomplete that lead us to question, what kind

our

own

acknowledgement

world
to

the

view.
lives

It

is

the

of society we have been collectively creating,

multitudinousness of that which is hidden. So

and

which leads certain lives never to be fully

much of what we read on Queer theory and

expressed and lived. This is an important book

stories are from the Global North, this book

for the Indian sub-continent in terms of its

allows us to view each story with patience as

writings and the stories it highlights. So many

well as grounding it within India.

women have been hushed into silencing their
selves, for the sake of their community and

Ashwini

book

their family. This book is the testimony of the

takes utmost care in collating their lives and

kaleidoscopic lives of women, their compassion,

experiences within these chapters. Personally,

their desires, their love, their restraints and

within these stories I did not know how much of

their sacrifices. The women in the chapter of

it

real

the books live beyond it, they are present

narratives of their lives, nonetheless reading

among us and within us. Each so vulnerable yet

through these pages written by women, is a

so resolute in their decisions, the book as a

sense of comfort. A comfort that their lives

whole is an entry point to learn and unlearn our

have been dealt with sensitivity, the narratives

own prejudices. It is to shed stereotypes of who

even

they are and read them and understand as your

was

if

Suthankar,

fiction

and

fiction,

is

the

editor

how

written

of

many

with

this

were

care

and

vulnerability towards their myriad identities.

own, Facing the Mirror makes us face our own
inner mirrors and nudges us into viewing the

It has been more than two decades since the

world a little bit more differently.

book first published, but the stories remain
eternal, the struggle that remains constant for

1- I use the word same-sex as only those who

women2

were assigned female at birth were admitted as

to

find

acknowledgement

and

acceptance for whom they choose to love and

students.

desire, within our society. There are portions
wherein the erotic is highlighted and shared,

2- I am unaware within these pages if all the

but this has been done through a female gaze

writers are cis-women therefore I use “women”

with the utmost consideration. Each story leads

here as an umbrella term, to denote all those

us to a different life altogether, a peek into a

who were assigned female at birth as well as

universe that is so different yet so similar in

those who might identify as women.

About the author: Nangsel S (she/her) is currently pursuing her Masters in Political Science from Jawaharlal
Nehru University, Delhi. Her articles have been featured on national and international platforms, through the
electronic media. Nangsel strives as a defender for all genders in the spectrum. She is currently in her
hometown reading her way through books in the dead of the night.
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I S S U E

POEMS BY MOHAMMED OMAR

THE HEART UPON THE SEA
What could we make of the waves;
The waves that roar in your troubled heart;
Is it silently waiting and building up?
To something that calls catastrophe;
Or will it subside by the passing tides.
Is it wrong to call its doings enchanting;
Does it really trap the mind with its symphony?
The orchestra of a clashing sea.

POEMS BY MOHAMMED OMAR

I WONDER WHY?
I hear your name with the winds that blow
Your tears, they fall in the form of rain
Why do you claim everything under you to be
yours?
Why does your wrath claim countless souls?
How

do

you

account

for

the

wonders

in

everything you do?
What is it that makes you so special?
Why does this flood of clouds surround me?
Why does everything we do depend on you?
What is it that makes you blue?
Why I ask...
I may never know
And nor would I want to
This ethereal beauty you present to meI will
forever relish
For you are there in a different realm
And I am here just blessed with your presence.

POEMS BY MOHAMMED OMAR

SOLACE
You move on so that the winds may rise you to a higher place
You move on so that the world knows what you’re really worth
You move on from this darkness which disguises itself as love
You move on so you may find love
You move so that you may become love
You move on so you may find yourself a place to belong
The kindness that makes your heart a solemn home.

POEMS BY MOHAMMED OMAR

SMITTEN
I dreamt of a place beyond the unknown
Only the idea of you has kept me going
Are you a mere fallacy?
Or are you something more?
If I were to become any man,
Would I be enough for you?
For you live among the stars
A place that is limited by my thoughts.

About the author: Mohammed Omar is a student of St. Joseph’s School, North Point Darjeeling studying
commerce. With the free time he has been fortunate enough to be provided with during lockdown, he has
been trying his hands on many things including painting, dancing , singing and creative writing with little
success but poetry is where his heart has learnt to settle upon.

I KISSED A GIRL
INDIANA TOLSTOY
I kissed a girl and she wanted to kiss me back
But I’m a sprinter and so I ran as fast as I canI reached
a room full of Gods and they stared
As if I had sprouted another head
They knew!
They could smell the fear and desire reeking off me
They could tell I was this close to being free
So they brought all the chains they could find
State, Faith, Kin, Friends to help them bind
And Oh they tried!
My heart a demon they attempted to exorcise
My tenuous belief in humanity they wished to
destabilize.
Woman came of Man’s ribs, they said
But Man is born of Woman! Of their breasts fed!
And sometimes Women have ribs but no wombs
At times Doctors don’t heal but leave wounds
They altered me!!
Cut my body like a pair of jeans to be mended
Like an act that needs to be amended.
When I look at a mirror I see human
What more now stands to be proven?I bleed as you
bleedI love as you love
Even if you think I don’t deserve to live
Cause my body disobeyed the laws you built
Your pills, your therapy and your glares
Cannot really dampen love’s flames
I wish that before I walked the last mile
I could see my love echoed in her smile
Let her know that I loved her the best
That my soul belongs to her though my eyes rest

About the poet: Indiana Tolstoy is a University survivor currently seeking employment in the corporate
sector. She loves to read, write, converse, think and hates living in a box. Residing in the suburbs of the steel
city of Jamshedpur, she dreams of owning a publication house someday (maybe also a cafe).

POEMS BY KHANDO LANGRI

TIBETAN LOVE STORY
Ours is a love which has undergone several displacements
It speaks in many tongues and moves through many limbs.
The Buddha of compassion has a thousand arms
So too do our ancestors who point to things
I seek to understand.
Every movement is an offering.
I know the shape of the things which hurt you
for they look so much like my own.
Tell me of their contours and I will hunt them in your stead
I am bow and quiver both.
Sometimes they ask of us: Where are you from?
As if home is somewhere you can trace on a map.
Some say the body is an ecosystem
I want to tell them there are so many animals in our hearts
so many birds that the soldiers could not kill,
Bodies of water and fire;
Our skin is geographic.
I know that to pitch a tent together is an act of love,
A moment many past lives in the making.
Can you feel my rivers calling to yours,
see how perfectly they move together?
Every embrace is a return..

POEMS BY KHANDO LANGRI

TIBETAN CREATION STORY
Before they hollowed out mountains
and grasslands became sand
Home was an ocean
In a cave an ogress and a monkey
Found beauty in each other’s shape
Every touch is a surrender
To the possibility of change
In time, all beings lose their tails
What matters is
not form but love.

POEMS BY KHANDO LANGRI

TIBET:
was a country is a nation is a home is all
around me is absent
I think in visas and fears of dying elsewhere
How to constitute ourselves in the fracture?
We take stock of the bodies who are still
amongst us (quickly though, there is a gap in
the march ahead)
In time the quiet between chants makes space
for rest, sometimes we stumble over words and
laugh at the absurdity of it all
There

is

ceremony

in

movement

between

embassies and public squares
Grandmothers

weep

(whole

worlds

move

amongst us)
All the while the children roam with the joy of
being again and again and again
amidst the ruins they made home..

POEMS BY KHANDO LANGRI

THE FISH KNOW TWO OCEANS
(for Khawa Nyingchak)
The sky so blue I could lose myself
within its depths; its open-endedness
So opposite from the fracture of barb wired grasslands.
I am not fooled by the visible
Here, the land itself is restless
(Every stone has a spirit)
(Every mountain has a name)
Tell me, pala, what is that which is immovable across lifetimes?
The earth beneath my fingers feels so heavy.
I look to where the fish are dancing
Oh how they shimmer,
How they move with the lightness of being.

About the author: Khando Langri is a disabled Tibetan of mixed heritage who is from Tio’tia:ke (Montreal).
She loves writing on the textures that animates bhoepay life. Currently, she is writing a dissertation on
Tibetan Sign Language and the landscapes that inform it.

POEMS BY DRIKTSO

TIA FRAGMENTED HOME REPERTOIRE
Mirrors chipped of their silver with time;
past corrupted of its truth by gas lighters;
books

torn

off

their

pages

by

angered

preteens;
and our lives furling and unfurling,
all the samelike fresh blooming daisies and
touch me nots.

Momola’s chupa bereft of its shine with age;
radios

and

transistors

bleeding

of

mustard

radium;
wooden doors that warp during monsoon;
my body contracting and releasing,
yet the more
gnawing on enough churpi to dislocate my jaw.

Ceramic

plates

that

crack

inside

the

microwave;
tin boxes stored in the kitchen cupboard all
dented;
threads of thick old tsuktu at home coming out
loose;
your spine that bends and twists,
that with every
heart break dissolves in air,
leaving you amorphous.

Neon jackets making heads turn in crowded
places;
lather smudged over dry and cracked hands;
mother’s

old

purses

restored

and

acknowledged;
our

bodies

that

heal

from

every

cut

and

fracture,
turning away from vaccines and wincing in
pain.

POEMS BY DRIKTSO

TITO STAY OR NOT TO STAY
I am lonesome as a sore thumb sticking out,
a wine bottle depleted of its bloody content.
Sometimes I feel worn out like the hand woven
carpet in my room from refugee centreit sits there on the floor idle all its white tassels
turned into a colour one cannot specify, only say
that it is far removed from what it was and
should have been. Like my soul discoloured and out of shape
and I sit like the emptied wine bottle on my dresser;
a belt fallen short in length and expired muesli.
But you pick out the dried cranberries and share it
among your siblings.
The carpet that has lost its edges to rambunctious
nibbling giant Time rats speaks to me in every brush
of its bristle on my naked sole.
All our lives we hoard groceries for the pantry;
time after time like the people we meet.
But we lie on as carpets that wear and tear with time.
Getting discoloured with every wash and dry cleaning
Thinning with every brush and vacuum.
Newer televisions are installed every year,
fresher vegetable every three days
but the carpet stays and the carpet remembers.
The carpet rolls and lies flat like me;
people have come and they have left.
But I stay with me and even if you have nibbled every
edge and thread of me. I can’t throw myself out –
I stay
I stay after the show’s over honey.
I fucking stay.

POEMS BY DRIKTSO

VOLATILE HEARTS
Panting chests and flowing fluids,
melt into one another
and perform Karmamudra.
Flow into each other and break
free –

all senses resonate with your
universe;
all senses burn with anguish;
all senses quiver with sensation;
all senses are drawn by your
breath.
There was a surge tonight.
They told me –
Aaju bhakkano phutyo;
making your body shiver in delight.
Float on a boat you painted over a
river
and row yourself down the river.
Then leave your body
and walk to your inner self.
Icy gale slicing your cheeks;
deaf pines sway in your rhythm;
and flow into a rivulet;
bend and break upon a boulder.

About the poet: Driktso (she/her) is currently pursuing her Bachelors in English Literature from her computer
but is enrolled as a student at Delhi University. She has aided people in their book-writing journey. And hopes
to write and publish a book of poetry someday, titled, “Why I don’t like People and 100 other Poems.” Driktso
deems that poetry, like self hatred, comes untaught to us.

POEMS BY SUDARSHAN

THE RIGHT TIME
Why do things never happen the way we’d like them to?
Why does a bird fly away when you walk closer?
Why does the wave die before kissing your feet?
Why does the sun set when you aren’t looking at it?
The stars disappear when you’re counting them and reappear.
You lose count.
Why does love always happen when you don’t want it?
Why does the heart ache when it’s full of love ?
I am a bird that flees when you come close.a bird that doesn’t
befriend the cow it sits on.
I am the wind that kisses you all over but you can’t have me for
I keep moving.
I am a runner who runs well past the finishing line, deaf.
I am the water you need, yet I belong to none
I am a seed that grows to give shade and yet you walk away in
the dark.I am many things, yet so little
I am everything, yet nothing

POEMS BY SUDARSHAN

ADRIFT
Here we go again
from darkness into the light
Whilst I wake out of this slumber
hurt but a stone within
A ray at the end
yet, broken and delusional
Believed it wasn’t needed
but who can refuse love?
The closer you come, still further I run.
the closer I get, still further you run.
Tears and a smile and a mix of everything
that’s how i feelI have it all
yet I feel empty
lost it all, a void.
The green no longer feels the same
neither does the dark
I see a ray at the end
a leap I take from darkness into the light

POEMS BY SUDARSHAN

WHAT I AM
I am the last gasp
Struggle, he finds it hard.
I am a light,
He shuts his eyes
I see white.
I am a flame
Like a star afar.
I rise above
It’s a cold night.
I am one,
One in a queue.
Awaiting our deeds to be
weighed.
”Not enough”,
They say.
I am a raindrop
Descending.
‘Tis cool, it’s warm.
I am an egg
I float.
The wait is over.
I am a cry.
I am a smile
A tear I am happiness &
terror.
I am an explosion.
I am a flame
A star afar.I rise above
The coldest night.

POEMS BY SUDARSHAN

RECONCILIATION WITH THE SELF
Memories clouding
O’er heart wrenching dreams
The night plodding
With despondent screams
Love is but a flower
Wilting at the end of every hour
Heartbeat’s a thunder
Ripping every soul asunder
Violent as a torrential rain
Like riding down memory lane
Take cover under the shining stars
Let it soothe your burning scars
Majestic like an innocent visage
Generous like a King
Cruelty is a disease
May death rid you of your sin.
Lost in the music
Of my own past
I’m laid to rest
At long last

About the poet: Sudarshan practices law in the city of Pune. He is an avid reader and one can often see him
exploring new places and culture. He loves plants.
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